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Mindstars CIC are a new Social Enterprise based in the North East. 
We are committed to helping alleviate the mental health crisis our
children are facing.  Our aim is to educate and inspire children to take
control of their mental health from an early age, avoiding long term
mental health problems. 

Mindstars understand the
importance of early proactive
education in mental health and
wellbeing. 

Because of the ever-growing
pressures of life in a world which is so
fast paced, and the new anxieties
that have risen in 2020 following
COVID-19, sadly many more children
are at risk of developing long term
mental health problems. 

Mindstars exist to tackle the rising
mental health crisis that is upon us
and ensure we are there to provide
our professional support within our
community.

Proactively work and campaign to
educate children in mental health. 

Develop community support
projects delivering whole family
support.

Provide creative, innovative and
supportive tools.

Bring our communities together to
work with us and shape our
projects.

Mindstars deliver projects of real
benefit to our future generation.

We will:



"We are in this together.  Covid-19 has caused
us all anxiety, but our little ones are not
equipped with the tools to process it.  This is
where we can help. Our activity books help
children to be open about their feelings, whilst
providing the tools to process them."

"2020 has been tough on us all.  Our children
have faced worries they have never had to think
about before, and we as parents and carers have
also felt the strain too.  We hope our book helps
to alleviate some of the pressures we have all
been facing."

Rebecca Hetherington - Co Founder & CEO

Marisa May - Co Founder & Director

Topic

A Journey Through Space & Mind
Mindstars have released 'A Journey Through
Space and Mind', funded by the National
Lottery Community Fund.  The book is full of
activities addressing children's mental health
and is currently being distributed to 9,000
children for free throughout the North East.
The activity book covers topics such as how to
address worries, how being active can help
anxiety, how to deal with anger, positive
affirmations and many more tips and tricks. 

We know that throughout the pandemic, many children are facing
heightened anxiety. It is very important at a time like this, that we enable
our children to talk and to express their feelings, and we hope this book
brings us a step closer to helping.



Positive Affirmations

Worries and The Worry Tree

Children often find it hard to express what they
are worried about.

This section helps children to address their
worries, by a tried and tested method called the
Worry Tree. 

By using the Worry Tree, they can acknowledge
what is worrying them, which in turn makes it
easier to talk to a grown up about it and work
through the worry to reduce or resolve it. 

In the words of  Albus Dumbledore from Harry
Potter, "Words are, in my not so humble opinion,
our most inexhaustible source of magic." 

Positive affirmations help our children override
the negative words they so often tell themselves.
How often have you heard your child say "I am
rubbish at this" or "I am stupid". 

By  exploring and affirming positive words we
can help them overcome these feelings.



Exercising & Physical Activity

The Mind Monster

When our mood is low, or we are experiencing
anger, anxiety or worries, one of the simplest
things to to help is exercise.

Physical activity helps us feel better by
releasing endorphins.

Burning off the negative energy and
refocusing your attention on to something else
helps to reduce anxiety and low mood.

Children and adults can experience the mind
monster. It's that feeling when unhelpful
thoughts take over, they cause raised anxiety
and impact our ability to cope in situations.  
Anxiety can be very debilitating and prevent
from reaching our full potential.  It also make us
miss out on opportunities.  How often have you
cancelled a day or night out because you
couldn't face it?

In this section, we walk through ways to beat
the Mind Monster, and include grounding
techniques, whilst encouraging conversations.



Breathing Techniques

Activities for Rainy Days

Breathing techniques are an important part
of wellbeing, and are commonly used in
mindful sessions such as yoga.

They are proven to reduce stress, increase
alertness and can even boost your immune
system.  

We lightly touch on breathing techniques in
this section, but would highly recommend
daily practice for you and your children.

We are parents too, and we have also felt
the strain during the pandemic with not
being able to get out and about.  It has
been a difficult time with so much of it
spend indoors. Our children are feeling the
effects too.  
In this section we provide creative and
active ideas for what to do when indoors. 
What else can you and your children come
up with?  Keeping an activity list on a notice
board or fridge is a great way to inspire
creativity.



Understanding Anger

Feelings and Emotions 

Anger is a very normal reaction to
situations. We all feel it, and its not always
easy to conquer. It's important for children
to know that it is ok to feel angry, but they
also need to learn how to release their
anger in the right way. 

This section aims to help children
understand the physical effects of anger on
the body, whilst addressing ways to ground
themselves to overcome it. 

Our feelings crossword puzzle is a fun way
to think about how certain situations make
us feel.  

If your child gets stuck on the puzzle, try
talking to them about the situation in the
question and see if they can find the correct
feeling.
 



Excessive worry or negative thoughts
Anger outburst or irritability
Trouble sleeping or eating properly
Reluctance or avoidance of situations
Difficulty concentrating
Complaining of tummy aches and pains

Anxiety is a normal and natural part of life and something we all
experience. We all encounter situations that instill fear in us or make us
worry about possible future events and outcomes. With the current
situation of the pandemic and the changes to our daily lives, we have all felt
anxiety throughout this crisis. 

If persistent, anxiety can affect our quality of life and prevents us from
reaching our full potential. If your child is experiencing anxiety you may
notice certain signs of it such as:
 

FIGHT OR FLIGHT

When faced with a situation we interpret as a threat
or danger, a physiological response called the 'fight
or flight’ response is activated. The body will in this
moment of realisation, go through a series of bodily
and mental responses to prepare a reaction to the
danger or threat faced. Each physical symptom has a
purpose to prepare the body for “fight or flight”.



While in the moment it can feel scary, all the physical symptoms serve a
purpose and they are triggered by our interpretations to situations. For some, 
it can even improve their performance as it makes you more alert. 

The fight or flight response being triggered does not always mean it is accurate
and that we are in danger. Our thoughts can improperly trigger the response by
misinterpreting a situation as a danger or threat. 
 

Your stomach feels
strange and you might
feel sick, some call it

butterflies. This is your
digestive system

diverting all of its power
to the limbs. 

Take a look at the reasons we experience the 
physical symptoms of anxiety:

You might start to
sweat; this is your body

trying to cool itself
down from the excess
blood pumping round

your body.  
 

Your heart pumps
faster for the blood to

reach the muscles
making them ready

for action. 

Your thoughts
start racing 

 focussing on the
threat, potentially

looking for an
escape route. 

You breathe faster
to take

 in more oxygen.  

You might start shaking. 
If you are taking in too
much oxygen and not

burning it off, your body
will shake or tremble.



Children, in the same way as adults, have
things that they worry about and overthink. 
For children, it can be difficult to understand
and know how to process the thoughts and
feelings they are having. One thing to
remember about anxiety is that one size
does not fit all.  We all experience it
differently, simply because of the different
ways we interpret situations. 

How do I manage my child’s worry and anxiety? 
 
As a first step it would be beneficial to sit down with your child and talk
about the things that are bothering them. Reassure them that anxiety is
normal, but that it can cause unpleasant thoughts or worries that can
continue to buzz around their head. Sometimes, the thoughts can be
difficult to shake off, so it is important to have a better understanding
when and in what situations these might occur. 
 
Try to map out together the different situations that make them feel
worried or anxious. The Worry Tree in the activity book is a great tool for
children to write down what they worry about.  Bear in mind some of
these situations may be hypothetical situations and not based on an
actual event. This is perfectly normal and a part of anxiety. Worry is often
overthinking possible future events. 
Take some time to write a daily diary of the thoughts and situations that
have made your child anxious or worried to get a clear overview of what is
going on for them.  
 



Mindfulness is the practice of giving your full
attention to something and being fully present in
that moment. That means focusing all of your
attention on what you are doing in that moment.
Mindfulness is recommended by the National
Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE).

Lower anxiety and stress
Improve concentration skills
Improve emotional regulation skills
Promote patience
Improve memory

The benefits of being mindful
10 minutes of daily mindfulness practice can increase attention and ability
to stay calm when in stressful situations. It can also:

By being mindful you are taking your time to really
focus on something positive and slow yourself down.
Mindfulness is not meditation. Meditation is a
temporary activity, whereas the ultimate goal with
Mindfulness is a state of being. 

Mindfulness grounding technique: The 5 Senses 
(included in the activity book)

5 things you can SEE
4 things you can HEAR
3 things you can FEEL

2 things you can SMELL
1 thing you can TASTE



Ways of Thinking
Help your child be more aware of their ways of
thinking. By recognising when they are having
unhelpful thoughts they can practice positively
changing and reshaping the way they think.
Unhelpful thinking styles which can contribute to
anxiety are: Focusing on the negative, magnifying a
problem, mind reading, trying to predict things,
unrealistic expectations, self blame, negative self talk
and emotional reasoning. 

Creative Release
Encourage  your child to draw or write about their
worries in a diary or create a special worry box
together. 
Take time to reflect on how your child has managed
and dealt with the worry. Talk about the positive
steps they have taken to overcome it.

Encourage conversation
Conversations are important. Problems are better
when shared with someone trusted.
Just being able to talk about what is going on
inside can help reduce or remove a concern that
has been weighing them down.



Sleep
Sleep is important for all ages.  It's our body and
brain's time to heal and process. Although as stated
above it is important to encourage your child to talk,
make sure it's not too close to their bedtime as they
can be left with unresolved thoughts and feelings
that can affect their sleep and in turn escalate the
situation.

Physical activity
Burning off negative energy and refocusing your
attention on to something else helps to reduce
anxiety and low mood. 

Activities
Encourage your child to engage in enjoyable
activities.  Make a list together of their favorite
things to do. They can then use this as a prompt
when they are feeling worried or low. 



It's  important to remember that anxiety is completely normal . We all
get anxious and it isn't something to feel like you need to hide. It can
sometimes be difficult to overcome anxiety that has spiraled out of
control, but by practicing various techniques daily we can keep our
anxiety at bay.

It's normal for you as a parent to want to take away the difficulties your
child is going through. To be able to overcome the anxiety, gradual and
gentle exposure to the situation that is causing the issue will give your
child the chance to see that the situation isn't something to be afraid
of. 

Don't be afraid to talk to your child about mental health. Let them
know you too have experienced anxiety at times.



Write a story of travelling to a planet,
what is the planet called? What colour
is it? What issue are the aliens facing? 

How did you solve it?

Draw a picture of the story

Email to info@mindstars.co.uk

Mindstars would like to offer your
children the opportunity to appear on our
website WALL OF FAME , and be in for a
chance of winning one of our prizes up
for grabs.  

Here's how..

A Journey Through Space and Mind is
based on travelling through space to
different planets to help aliens solve
issues they are having. 

For our competition, we are asking
children to:

All stories will be showcased on our WALL
OF FAME, with just a first name and age,
and the best ones will be selected for a
prize!



We are here to help
 Join our Community Group on

Facebook to give or receive peer
support and to have your say on shaping

our future projects!

Facebook:
www.facebook.com/groups/MindstarsCommunity


